
Safely Social
A mobile app to help women seamlessly control 

geolocation services across social media and Internet 
sites with the ultimate goal of increasing safety.

Objective: Control Privacy
Outcome: Safety



Geolocation Technology
Potential Benefits:

-Allows targeted marketing
-GPS and mapping services
-Promotes safety by leaving “breadcrumbs”
-Aids government in prosecuting criminals

Potential Risks:
-Could become stalking and/or sexual assault victim
-Privacy concern related to government monitoring
-Home burglarized while away



Geolocation Utilization
Pew Internet & American Life Project (2012):

-74% of U.S. smartphone owners use the device to get real-
time location-based information
-18% use a geosocial service to “check in”
-Use of geosocial services like Foursquare has risen from 4% 
in 2011 to 10% in 2012

Examples of use:
-Navigation -Sharing social experiences
-Coupons and deals -Travel
-Gaming -Health and fitness



Sexual Assault Statistics
Statistics from Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network 
(rainn.org):

-Every 2 minutes someone in the U.S. is sexually assaulted
-9 out of 10 rape victims are women
-1/6 women has been the victim of rape or attempted rape
-80% of victims are under the age of 30
-44% percent are under the age of 18

2005-10 study by Bureau of Justice Statistics:
-78% of sexual assault victims knew the offender

-38% by a friend or acquaintance
-34% by an intimate partner
-6% by a relative or family member



Stalking Statistics
2012 Special Report by Bureau of Justice Statistics:

-The percentage of stalking victims was highest for
individuals who were divorced or separated 
compared to those married, never married, or widowed.
-Nearly 7 in 10 stalking victims knew their offender in some
capacity.
-A greater percentage of females were stalked than
males; however, females and males were equally likely to
experience harassment.



Dwelling Data



What is the Issue?
-How geolocation technology is being used for another use than 
what it was intended (Technical Determinism)
-Benefits vs. How criminals use it
-Info is creating data accessible by govt, corporations and 
individuals
-Technology enables stalking, sexual assault, rape and other 
crimes 
-Geolocation is the next progression of crimes already 
determined as threats



What is Not the Issue?
Avoid false notions that:

-All men are creepy stalkers looking for new digital aids to 
help them catch and rape women
-All women are “damsels-in-distress” who have no idea how 
much danger they are exposing themselves to with every post 
or check-in
-“You’re too public with your digital data, ladies,” may be the 
new “your skirt was too short and you had it coming”

Forbes Writer, Kashmir Hill, changes view on
“unwarranted hysteria around technology fueled
stalking.”



Existing System:
-Imperialist nature of social media, feeling left behind or left 
out
-Default settings due to lack of participation in settings
-Difficulty in understanding settings and how social media 
sites connect
-Current systems are built at the “zero-privacy, everything-is-
recorded end of the spectrum, simply because that's the path 
of easiest implementation.”

Sources of Social Injustice



Proposed Solution
Transformed Activities/Improved System with Safely Social 
App:

-Users control privacy settings in an easy and seamless way
-Users decide on level of security
-Educated on potential risks and vulnerability
-Modern cryptography actually allows civic data processing 
systems to be designed with a whole spectrum of privacy 
policies: ranging from complete anonymity to limited 
anonymity to support law enforcement.



Potential Impact
Improvements:

-Increased Awareness
-Increased Personal Control
-Decreased Stalking, Harassment, Sexual Assault, Rape, 
Burglary
-Increased Safety
-Maintains Enjoyment and Benefits

Degree of Change:
–Catalyst for citizen’s action. Citizen’s gain power and 
control over privacy



AApp Design and Analysis
User needs that must be addressed:

-Level of Interface
-Levels of Security, Full Security (gender and age neutral 
profile) to Safely Social (delayed check-ins) to Lax
-Maintain Enjoyment Aspects of Social Media and Apps
-Maximize Benefits of Geolocation While Protecting Privacy
-Reminder/Educational System
-Information Portal
-Gaming Possibilities
-Under the Influence Element



Discussion
Further Investigation and Consideration:

-Need more research regarding specific phone, social media 
and app settings-What exactly can be accomplished?
-How to maintain enjoyment aspects of Social Media and 
Apps? Gaming Aspect?
-Maximization of Geolocation Benefits Safely
-Utilitarian/Educational/Recreational Balance
-Expansion to other groups such as LGBT?, People concerned 
with robbery


